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ABSTRACT

Most of the crimes committed today are reported on the Internet through news, blogs and social networking sites. These sources have provided a huge amount of crime data, presenting a need for a means to extract useful information. In this research, the evaluation of Direct and Indirect extraction of nationality from crime news, along with the additional references to identify the nationalities of suspects, victims and witnesses is presented. Named entity recognition using gazetteers and rule-based extraction are used, in addition to co-reference resolution to link references. The proposed approach was evaluated and compared to manual extraction system. The results indicate that the proposed approach is able to extract most information related to nationality from crime news and identify the additional information references. Its performance proved good, with 55% precision, 96% recall, and 70% F-measure evaluation metrics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The amount of information available throughout the world is increasing rapidly. Content available to public users, policemen and expert analysts through various types of media includes both private data, exemplified by Wikileaks, and public data, such as crime news sources. Therefore, accessing information is not the problem; the challenge is how to retrieve and extract useful and relevant data concerning the specific user needs.

One technique employed to overcome this challenge is an information retrieval field, which means finding material (usually documents) of an unstructured nature (usually text) that satisfies an information need from within large collections (usually stored in computers) [1].

A type of information retrieval called Information Extraction (IE) aims to automatically extract structured information such as entities, attributes of those entities, relations between entities and events from unstructured and/or semi-structured machine-readable documents [2].

In the crime domain, computing techniques are used to analyze crime data for investigation, monitoring, collecting and connecting the data. Information retrieval and extraction has particularly proven efficiency in solving and preventing crimes, both volume crimes (burglary, vehicle crime, etc.) and major crimes (fraud, drug trafficking, murder, etc.) [3-8].

People’s names, organization’s names, locations of crimes, personal attributes (e.g. age of a person), weapons used and nationalities are the most important entities in the crime domain [3].

Still, crime in Malaysia (that consists of many different nationalities, with many foreign tourists, immigrant workers, and international students) has increased tremendously over the past years [9-11]. Crime news reported in many sources provides information pertinent to crime data analysis. Therefore, this research aims at extracting useful entities from crime news, in particular at extracting and recognizing nationality of persons involved in criminal activities, and identifying whether or not nationality refers to suspects, victims, and witnesses.

2. RELATED WORKS

2.1 Background

Information retrieval and information extraction are well known. Surveys show that 85% of Internet users use such techniques and employ search engines as to locate information [12-13].

The huge amount of data available today on world news through the media (newspapers, radio, etc.) creates a need for tools that manipulate and analyse data. However, current techniques do not perform at levels as high as human performance [14-16].

Increasing amounts of information and the need to search for specific information as “the search for needle”. Information retrieval systems provide a list of relevant documents, often very large, requiring each document to be examined for real relevance.
Information extraction technologies can help determine the authentic relevance of retrieved data by recognizing entities and identifying the relationships between those entities.

Due to the complexity of information and the difficulty of accessing relevant information, there is a need to retrieve and manipulate user’s requirements quickly and efficiently. In advanced cases, there is a need to analyse the retrieved data as input for other techniques that are needed for more advanced analysing; yielding data in structured rather than unstructured formats [15], [17].

There are several information extraction systems related to specific domains. Information and computer technology, involving information retrieval and extraction have proven efficacy in solving and preventing crimes [8]. Some of them are of particular importance because of abilities in collecting and connecting data, investigations, future crime prevention and decision-making processes [18-20].

2.2 Crime Related Information Extraction Systems

Internet web sites, blogs, and forums are considered an efficient way to report crimes due to accessibility. In many cases, people like to record information about crimes in an informal way, without the formal complex forms and reports used by police [8], [21].

Currently, one of the most important applications of information extraction technology is intelligence gathering in the crime analysis domain. After the September 11 attacks, many information extraction experts helped police and intelligence services to find and link information available, in both private sources such as police reports and public sources such as news, chat rooms and web texts [22].

Extracting information in this domain is still limited because of the difficulty of obtaining the data. The Message Understanding Conferences MUC-3 and MUC-4 began applying information extraction on news articles regarding Latin American terrorism. During the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC), many extraction tasks were achieved, such as named entity recognition, organizations, locations, date, time, money and percentages. Other tasks are event extraction, their participants and settings, and scenario extraction, linking of individual events in a story line. Co-reference resolution determines whether two phrases refer to the same entity, person, time, place, and event in the world [15], [23].

Recently DARPA (Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency) started the EELD (Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery) program that aims to detect crime patterns, gangs, and suspect activities [7-8], [15]. However, MUC-3, MUC-4 and ACE ignored nationality of crime members. For their purposes, this entity was unimportant to their requirements. Hence, this paper aims to extract nationalities of involved persons in crimes.

[8] developed an information extraction system able to extract related-crime entities from sources by developing a lexicon combined with a rule-based system. In total, they built about 126 lexicon gazetteer lists. Despite the fact that this system used 126 lexicon gazetteers, a nationality gazetteer was not included. Hence, for a multinational community or international crime news sources, nationality extraction and the Victim Suspect-Identification approach proposed by this research might be useful in such systems to provide efficient extraction of crime related information.

In crime analysis, it is difficult to access data useful for intelligence investigations. [21] worked on a neural network-based entity extractor that used named-entity techniques to identify and extract meaningful entities from police narrative reports. Because the data becomes structured, it can be helpful in classification, such as criminal relationship identification and crime pattern recognition. Features that allow for predicting next crime locations for serial crimes, prioritizing suspects, and detecting general crime trends, can help in decision-making [15], [17].

[25] developed a system that extracts specific information within the crime domain from Arabic news articles corpus based on two recognition approaches: Direct recognition using gazetteers and rule-based recognition. In the first approach, they used a manually defined list of crime verbs (e.g. kill, steal, rape) and crime names (e.g. killer, robber, murderer, drug) to recognize crime type entity. The other approach depended on a predefined indicator list used to indicate the type of crime indirectly by using indicators (e.g. perform, involve). However, a similar idea was implemented in this research, in particular the crime indicator list to identify the crime. Hence, this research is going to use this idea to indicate the nationality using Nationality Indicator Keywords List (NIKL) and Victim-Suspect Indicator Keywords List (VSIKL) to indicate or identify the suspects or victims.

Recently [26] developed a system capable of recognizing and extracting crime entities such as...
types of crime, locations and nationalities from Arabic crime news sources taken from five different Arabic news agency websites. For nationality extraction, the system has some predefined Arabic keyword “nationality” to recognize the nationality stated before or after that keyword depending on Arabic rule of “the” occurrence.

However, this system used one nationality indicator to construct the nationality, which might be useful for Arabic crime news. Moreover, they used data customized from different sources. The same indicator idea is used in this research, but with additional roles and extra nationality descriptions.

[21], [27] used noun phrasing, lexical lookup, and the neural network methods to extract the entities of person, address, narcotic drug, and personal property in the proposal system. [22] presented a feature-based approach to extract relations from Thai news documents by applying a pattern-based named entity to extract people’s names, locations and action entities.

[32] presented a new approach for information extraction pattern learning, aimed at benefiting from role-identifying nouns, role-identifying verb and role-identifying expressions. This approach used nouns, verbs, or phrases for role-identifying, meaning helping to reveal the role that the entity or object plays on an event. That approach was beneficial for information extraction, consequently, a similar idea is required to identify the nationality extracted by this research to differentiate victims, suspects and witnesses. However instead of identifying roles, it will be used to identify the nationality using nouns and verbs, so-called indicator keywords, depending on their lexical meaning.

[30] developed an anonymous Online Crime Reporting System to extract relevant crime information from witness narratives to collect more accurate and complete information about the crime that might help the police to prevent and solve the crimes. However, this system is limited to extracting crime related information directly from witnesses; information regarding nationality is not included. Hence, the nationality extraction module developed by this research might be useful to increase the performance of such systems.

[33] developed an information extraction system, called WikiCrimes IE, to extract crime information from texts and web sources to be used as input for collaborative web-based system of registering crimes called WikiCrimes (www.wikicrimes.org). However, extracting all crime related information is useful to build such web-based systems, and the nationality extraction module proposed by this research is one of those pieces of information.

2.3 Evaluation (Measures of Performance)

Information extraction has many standard evaluation metrics such as precision, recall and F-measure, which are the same metrics used in information retrieval.

[31] defined precision as a measure illustrates the accuracy of the system, which calculates the number of correct answers extracted by the system to the all extracted answers. The recall measure is the number of correct answers given by system to the total number of possible correct answers in the text. Finally, F-measure considers the balance between recall and precision using a parameter β, which always takes the value one when recall and precision have the same priority and β is greater than one when the precision is preferred and less than one when recall is preferred.

The first quantitative performance evaluation of Information Extraction technologies is sponsored by DARPA in 1991 for the Third Message Understanding Conference (MUC3) participants. The evaluation used 100 documents for every MUC3 participant system based on a blind test. All documents are hand-coded by humans to capture all relevant information. The results obtained are compared to the template generated by the system using the score program. In addition, the Message Understanding Conference MUC4 is evaluated using a similar performance evaluation to MUC3, but instead uses two test sets of 100 novel texts instead of one [24].

[22] evaluated their entity extractor by selecting a test bed randomly, containing 36 reports from the Phoenix Police Department database, tested the system by humans manually extracting the entities, and then using precision and recall as performance metrics.

[7] evaluated their crime information system by collecting a corpus from different sources of blogs, forums and websites provided by police departments. Then they randomly selected 20 police narratives and 20 witness narratives. Next they compared them with the system output by using the same precision and recall metrics.

[26] achieved good results on their system. The nationality dictionary builder recognized 118 correct nationalities out of 123 after removing some noisy data from the corpus. Rates of 81.94, 95.93 and 88.38 were earned for precision, recall and F-
measure, respectively. However, good results achieved by this system were associated with customized data test sets collected from sources, whereas in this research, test set crime data for one month was selected as blind test set.

However, the same evaluation metrics applied for all systems shown above were employed to evaluate the nationality and their references extraction approach of this research.

3. DATA DESCRIPTION

The data used in this research was collected from the Malaysian National News Agency (BERNAMA) and classified manually. Each file consists of an article by a journalist about one crime or more and is represented in an html format file. A random training set was taken from this corpus to be used in the training stage for internal lists manual keyword extraction. Another complete set from a one-month period (February 2011), including all news provided by BERNAMA, was used in experiments to validate and evaluate this system. This experiment set consists of 206 crime news articles.

4. PRE-PROCESSING

4.1 Internal And External Lists

The main input data collected for this system from external sources such as the Nationality gazetteer, the Country gazetteer, Stopwords and punctuations were collected from Natural Language ToolKit NLTK.

Initially a small training corpus was randomly selected from the crime news corpus for use in the manual extraction training stage. The main purpose of this stage is to manually extract and build three main gazetteer lists: Extra Nationality Keywords List (ENKL), Nationality Indicator Keywords List (NIKL), and Victim-Suspect Indicator Keywords List (VSIKL).

After manually pre-processing and tokenization, removing repetition and reading all the selected articles, internal gazetteer lists were generated for use in the automatic extraction stage. Extra Nationality Keywords List (ENKL): includes all other nationalities not stated in nationality list, which is a general nationality description (e.g. local, foreigner, European, Asian, citizen).

Nationality Indicator Keywords List (NIKL): This list describes keywords that are not nationalities, but if preceded or followed by a country name, indicate a description of nationality (e.g. national, nationality).

Victim-Suspect Indicator Keywords List (VSIKL): keywords that can indicate or identify the suspects or victims, depending on how the journalist chooses to express the person’s relationship to the crime (e.g. suspect, victim, arrested, witness, committed, implicated).

4.2 Pre-Processing and Filtering

To improve the process of extraction and results and reduce the processing time, the data of the crime news corpus needs to prepared and filtered by some initial processing steps such as Title Removing, HTML Tags Removing, Stopwords, Punctuations Removing, and Tokenization process.

5. NATIONALITY INFORMATION EXTRACTION SYSTEM

A typical information extraction system was specialized to generate a system that extracts the nationality entity from crime news. Figure 1 depicts the overall processes and components of that system. This specialized system consists of five main components: the manual extraction training stage for building internal lists, the pre-processing stage, the extraction and reference identification stage, collecting of external gazetteers, and generating the output structured information.

Figure 1: An overall Nationality Information Extraction System

---

1 Free download from: www.nltk.org
The main stage of this research comes after automatic pre-processing of all input crime news. This stage uses two main inputs, internal and external. An internal gazetteer list was generated from manual extraction during the training stage. These are an extra nationality keywords list (ENKL), a nationality indicator keywords list (NIKL), and a victim-suspect indicator keywords list (VSIKL). The second inputs are external gazetteers, which are the nationality list (NL) and the country list (CL). Below is an explanation of the architecture of this stage and its main components and modules.

The extraction and reference identification stage shows two main parts of the system: Extraction, including Direct and Indirect extraction, and identification of references to victims or suspects.

This stage is processed after tokenization pre-processing. Then, the system decides if it will execute the extraction modules or reference module depending on a Boolean value. This decision prevents the system from identifying a reference without a nationality. In this way, the system will allow the reference identification module only if there are nationalities extracted beforehand.

In the extraction module, the system starts recognizing nationalities using the Direct extraction algorithm, which is commonly used to express nationality. If nationality is not explicitly defined, the system will recognize it using the second approach, Indirect extraction. Otherwise, it will continue looking for references to nationality using tokens.

The next section describes the three modules and their algorithms and components.

5.1 Direct Extraction

The Direct extraction part of the system (Algorithm 1) is responsible for extracting the explicit nationality stated on the article, which occurs commonly. This part needs to access the external nationality gazetteer list (NL) then makes a comparison to all tokens that match the list. Extracted entities are stored in xml format.

```
Require: file ≠ 0
1 token <= file
2 nl <= NationalityList
3 while file ≠ 0
4 for nlCounter <= 0 to length[nl]-1 do
5 if token == nl[nlCounter] then
6   NationalityExtracted <= token
7   end if
8 end for
9 end while
```

5.2 Indirect Extraction

If nationality cannot be derived by Direct extraction, Indirect Extraction (Algorithm 2) is responsible for recognizing Indirect ones. It needs to access three gazetteer lists: The Extra Nationality Keywords List (ENKL), the Nationality Indicator Keywords List (NIKL) and the Country gazetteer List (CL). Here, the system looks for matches between read tokens. All indirect nationalities listed in ENKL are first checked for. If not found, the system checks to see if there are any matches to the nationality indicator keywords list NIKL preceded or followed (depends on indicator keywords) by a country name. The system extracts the indicator keyword with the associated country name.

```
Require: file ≠ 0
1 token <= file
2 previousToken <= token[-1]
3 nextToken <= token[+1]
4 cl<=CountryList
5 enkl <= ExtraNationalityKeywordsList
6 nkl<=NationalityIndicatorKeywordsList
7 while file ≠ 0
8 for enklCounter <= 0 to length[enkl]-1 do
9 if token == enkl[enklCounter] then
10   NationalityExtracted <= token
11   end if
12 end for
13 for nklCounter <= 0 to length[nkl]-1 do
14 if token == nkl[nklCounter] then
15   for clCounter <=0  to length[cl]-1 do
16   if previousToken == cl[clCounter] or
17   nextToken ==  cl[clCounter] then
18     NationalityExtracted <= previousToken +token or
19     NationalityExtracted <= token +nextToken
20   end if
21 end for
22 end if
23 end for
24 end while
```
5.3 Victim-Suspect Reference Identification

This approach matches the nationalities referred to as belonging to a suspect, a victim or witnesses. Most of journalists start by mentioning the name of the victim or the suspect, followed by information often including keywords without repeating the specific information (Algorithm 3).

In addition, Algorithm 3 does not execute only if there are nationalities extracted before by the previous parts. It needs to access an internal list from the Victim-Suspect Indicator Keywords List (VSIKL).

Algorithm 3 Victim-Suspect Reference Identification

```
1 Require: file ≠ 0
2 token <= file
3 ne <= NationalityExtracted
4 vsikl<=VictimSuspectIndicatorKeywordsList
5 while file ≠ 0 and ne not changed do
6 for vsiklCounter <= 0 to length[vsikl]-1 do
7 if token == vsikl[vsiklCounter] then
8 ne[identify] <= token
9 end if
10 end for
11 end while
```

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

This research was done both manually and through the system; results were compared to evaluate the effectiveness of the system.

The data set used for the evaluation stage covered one month (February 2011) of crime news articles provided by Bernama, consisting of 206 articles related to crime. About 70 of these files mentioned information regarding nationality.

6.1 Experiments

Four experiments were carried out to evaluate the system. The first experiment involved applying the Direct extraction approach for both manual and automatic systems. The second experiment was the Indirect extraction approach. Both Direct and Indirect approaches were applied for the third experiment. Finally, Victim-Suspect reference identification was covered in the last experiment.

Table 1 shows the results of all experiments. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of correct</th>
<th>No. of incorrect</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Experiment</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Experiment</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Experiment</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Experiment</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Evaluation

The most common performance metrics used for information extraction are precision, recall and F-measure. Precision measure is used to measure the accuracy of the information extraction system as:

```
Precision = \frac{\text{number of entities extracted correctly by the system}}{\text{all entities extracted by system}}
```

Recall measure is defined as the percentage of relevant information extracted by the system:

```
Recall = \frac{\text{number of entities extracted correctly by the system}}{\text{all entities extracted by manual system}}
```

The last measure, called F-measure, combines precision and recall into a single measurement to balance them.

```
F - measure = \frac{2PR}{P + R}
```

Here, P stands for precision and R stands for recall. Table 2 shows the evaluation results of all experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Experiment</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Experiment</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Experiment</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Experiment</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments outlined show precision and recall relations, as presented in Figure 2. The four lines here represent the average: line for Direct extraction, Indirect extraction, both Direct and Indirect extraction and victim-suspect reference identification.
Figure.2: Precision And Recall For Nationality Extraction System Stages

This figure clearly shows that the system is able to recognize and extract nationality in an efficient way. The performance of the system in the identification of victim-suspect references is less consistent, but does not altogether fail.

6.3 Result Analysis

Analysing the above results, the research notes the following points:

- Recall of Direct Extraction is very high, meaning the system extracted most of direct nationalities that should be extracted. Some nationalities are not listed in the NLTK nationality gazetteer list, such as Myanmar.
- Precision of Direct Extraction was not high. Many incorrect nationalities were extracted by the system, which might be the result of including text such as Malaysian Anti Corporation, Chinese New Year and Australian Agency News, which were commonly used. A suggestion for future work is to extract instances such as these organization names.
- Using punctuation instead of nationality indicators led the system to identify only the nationality that followed the indicator, such as “from Indonesia, Cambodia or Pakistan”. This led the system to extract “from Indonesian” only and ignore other country references. More rules are needed to solve this problem and are suggested in future work.
- The system used the country list imported from NLTK toolkit, but it did not include all countries, including Moldova and Cambodia. An updated and comprehensive list needs to be developed.
- The reporter may identify the state of victims or suspects in implicit way, not defined by keywords. Although understood by human as common style writing, the system was not effective at picking up these markers. It might be possible to improve this process by semantic extraction, suggested for future work.
- The order of sentences and the manner of expression may cause the system to refer to incorrect references or miss the references. This could be solved by including both anaphoric and cataphoric references and adding more rules, as suggested for future work.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a system to extract nationalities in the crime domain from news provided by Bernama news agency is presented. This system consists of three modules: Direct extraction, Indirect extraction and a Victim-Suspect reference identification module.

The developed system was evaluated and tested by using a sample of news articles. The obtained results were compared to actual results, found through human manual extraction. In addition, performance metrics were calculated and the results were discussed and analysed in detail.

In the future, this system will be developed to be able to extract more crime related data from crime news, and serve as a useful tool for creating structured data for advanced analysis, investigations and retrieval queries.
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